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EXPLORING ART uses art examples from around the world to discuss art in the context of religion,

politics, family structure, sexuality, entertainment and visual culture.
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This product said it would come with a course mate access code and it did not. I was forced to buy

one for the class, and it cost another hundred dollars to purchase from the publisher's website. I

was very unsatisfied.

I purchased this book because it was required for my college course of art appreciation. It was an

online course and I was able to pass this class by having this book. It was also way cheaper than

my college bookstore and other online sites.

Enjoyed the text that will be kept. A super resource with detailed explanations and graphics of

various art types. While not an art major but one who does enjoy art in its various forms, found the

text to be well worth the investment. Expect to refer to it in the future when questions arise.

Bought specifically because it advertised an access card. I understand there's a chance they might

not come with it, if so DON'T advertise it. Code costs more than the book itself, almost twice as

much.



I like how the book has a wide variety of art pieces from different places and different time periods

however I feel that it could explain some of the art styles a little better and provide some more

examples, although it is good overall.

There was no mention of water damage or that pages were torn, just that it was in used. Used

books can be in good condition or they can be in bad condition. I paid over a hundred dollors and

when I got my book some of the pages were stuck together so they are damaged with parts that are

not legible. I don't think I got what I paid for and this is for my class, that I also had to pay for. I don't

think that I will go this route again.

I rented this book for my grandson in college. I liked how the booked was shipped in time for his

class and the price of the rental. To buy the book would have cost me a fortune. This was the first

time I rented a book, and I will rent again when necessary.

This product is advertised with the access card, but I didn't receive one.This is extremely misleading

since you aren't exactly getting what you pay for, don't get this if you need the access card. If not,

still don't rent it since you can probably get it cheaper by renting a standalone book that doesn't

advertise the card.
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